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My friend Lennie

Lennie Small is [ Adjective ] and [ Adjective ] and, in many ways, the opposite of [name #1].

Where [name #1] has [ Adjective ] features and [plural noun], Lennie is [exclamation]. Often he [verb

ending in s] like a [noun] and has the strength of a [noun] but his actions are often like those of a [opposite noun]

.

Lennie's personality is like that of a [animal]. He is [ Adjective ] and [ Adjective ] with an amazing

ability to [hidden talent]. He acts with great loyalty to [ Proper Noun ]

He can often be found saying: "[same proper noun] is going to give me [noun]" or "[Same proper noun] won't let

me tend the [plural noun]." He is devoted to [same proper noun] like a [noun] is devoted to its master, and he

tries to follow [same possessive proper noun] commands. There is a childlike [noun] in Lennie that can be seen

when he first sees the pool of water and [adverb] slurps down gulps of water like a [noun].

Lennie's greatest feeling of security comes from [-ing verb] [ Adjective ] things. When the rest of the

world gets complicated and scary, [-ing verb] helps Lennie feel safe. Society as a whole would disapprove of [

same -ing verb], but Lennie sees nothing wrong in his actions. He [adverb] sticks to his [plural noun].

Lennie's prodigious strength combined with his [ Adjective ] make him [ Adjective ], and he needs [

noun



] to keep him out of [noun]. Lennie's [noun] keeps his dream alive, but his [noun] makes the dream impossible to

realize.
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